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ABSTRACT

The nature of concrete poses a number of difficulties to conventional non-destructive testing (NDT)
methods. Due to the existence of several geometric discontinuities, such as voids and particle
interfaces, microscopic damage is not usually evaluated by NDT. To retrieve this information from
concrete, techniques such as microscopy and chemical analysis are used. Damage accumulation on a
microscopic level may not always affect the static behavior of a structure but is crucial for dynamic
loading conditions. Although acoustic emission (AE) techniques can detect damage at early stages on
structures that can be loaded to typical loads (bridges, piers etc.), they cannot be applied to structures
that are not suitable for loading (buildings). In the present work, mortar specimens are monitored
using, simultaneously, AE and Acousto-Ultrasonic (AU) techniques, during compressive strength tests.
The purpose is to monitor damage by AE and evaluate this damage with AU measurements, a
technique independent of load. The results show the efficiency of AU in characterizing the level of
microscopic damage in mortar specimens and are in agreement with AE monitoring during loading.
AU results are also compared against microscopy findings regarding the amount of damage in the
specimens.

INTRODUCTION

The majority of modern infrastructure and buildings use reinforced concrete as the main construction
material. It is of importance to monitor and evaluate the structural integrity of such constructions.
Especially in areas with seismic activity, this becomes of crucial importance in order to ensure the
safety of buildings and other concrete based structures. This is emphasized when the mechanical
properties of concrete are considered: concrete is a delicate mixture requiring precise mixing of the
various elements for each use, according to manufacturer’s specifications, and care must be taken
during solidification so as to achieve the desired properties. Microscopic damage in concrete caused
under such conditions is difficult to monitor due to the nature of concrete (porosity, aggregates, etc.)
although it can accelerate damage and weaken the structure to future adverse loadings. Conventional
NDT methods [1] face a number of difficulties when applied to concrete and even more so when
applied in an attempt to locate or characterize damage on the microscopic level. Therefore, it has been
standard practice to assess the condition of concrete by the extraction of specimens and the use of
optical microscopy and chemical analysis to assess the effects of adverse loads, environment, etc.

Acoustic Emission (AE) can provide information about developing damage at early stages and the
application of advanced data analysis can provide crack orientation and mode [2,3]. As AE requires
loading of the structure, it cannot be applied to buildings. Acousto-Ultrasonics (AU) can be used as a
dynamic method to assess the level of damage as the interaction of an induced stress wave with the
medium will introduce medium-related alterations to the original wave [4]. Based on this assumption
experiments were performed using several techniques on mortar cement specimens.
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ID Age (days) A/C W/C
A 2 4 0.60
A 7 4 0.60
A 28 4 0.60
B 2 3 0.50
B 7 3 0.50
C 2 3 0.65
C 7 3 0.65

Table 1. Specimen specifications and data.

The results are indicative of AU capabilities in assessing sustained damage. Furthermore, AU signal
characteristics, as opposed to ultrasonic velocity measurements, have demonstrated high sensitivity to
changes in the material at low loads. As a result, during the experiments, AU was considered as a
means of non-destructively assessing some of the mechanical properties and behavior of concrete. The
results are in agreement with the production of AE by the material and, also, with microscopy results of
the unloaded specimens.

MATERIALS

The mortar cement mixtures used for
the present work are presented in
Table 1 with some details regarding
their composition. For each type and
age, two specimens were tested. The
specimens were kept in a 90%
humidity controlled temperature
environment as required by standards
for concrete and were removed from
this environment 2 to 3 hours prior to
testing.

INSTRUMENTATION & EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The equipment used were a PAC MISTRAS-2001 AE system
and a PAC C-101-HV pulser. The sensors used for pulsing and
receiving were PAC R6, 60kHz resonant, with PAC 1220A
preamplifiers. The sensors used were chosen for their high
sensitivity, frequency response for concrete measurements [5]
and their ability to be used for ultrasonic velocity measure-
ments according to ASNT recommendations [1].

Microscopy results are available for specimens A for all three
ages. Prior to the test each specimen was loaded to 150kN to remove AE produced from debris (dust,
small particles etc.) on the surfaces of the specimen and to allow for any irregularities on its surface to
settle. All specimens were compressed to failure and monitored throughout simultaneously by AE and
AU. During compression one AE sensor was constantly receiving AE signals from the specimen. The
pulses were generated at specific loads. Synchronous triggering of pulser and AE systems was used.
The setup is shown in Fig. 1. The AE acquisition system recorded both features and waveforms for
further analysis.

MICROSCOPY

The application of by petrographic (microscopical) examination to building materials such as mortar
cement or/and concrete, detects the quality of aggregates, cement paste characteristics, water to cement
ratio (w/c), structure porosity, cracking and defects, etc. The procedure is according to ASTM
standards [7]. The microscopic examination is performed on epoxy impregnated “thin sections”
(thickness<25 µm), typically using magnifications of 30-250x. The results shown are for specimens A
for all ages. The following parameters were measured:

AU
pulser

Load

Load

AE
sensor

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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Air void Size: The average air void size decreases with age as the size distribution of air voids shifts to
smaller sizes with age. This can be explained, either by allocation of air voids, or by reduction of
pore size, due to filling with hydration products (see Fig. 2).

Air void content: The air voids percentage can be said to remain constant, if the method error is
considered.

Specific Surface and Spacing Factor: The spacing factor (the maximum cement paste distance from the
air void) increases with mortar age. Air void specific surface increases with mortar age, giving
confirmation of the decrease in air void size. Given the total air void volume as constant, this can
be explained by the large pore allocation to smaller ones. It must be emphasised that with the
petrographic examination the identified air void size is greater than 10 µm, and as a result they
don’t enlist to the micro-pores category, which are filled by cement paste during the plastic stage.

Figure 2. Microscopy results for
mortar cement specimens A.
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Fig. 3. Clustering for specimens A. 2 days. Energy vs Time (s).
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION

The first observation regarding AE data is the fact that the specimens exhibited different behavior
depending on their age. The 2 day specimens produced significant AE at lower load levels, with a
subsequent decrease in activity until the fracture load is approached. As the specimens age (7 and 28
days) this behavior changes with most AE produced near the fracture load. In addition, aged specimens
demonstrated the Kaiser effect. The onset of AE was clearly after the 150kN initial load. This can be
justified taking into consideration the increased elasticity of the 7 days specimens and even more so the
2 day specimens. This can be observed repeatedly in all specimens with various aggregate to cement
(A/C) and water to cement (W/C) ratios. To draw more conclusions from this type of behavior and to
be able to assess the observed AU signals further, a more detailed analysis of the AE data is performed
using NOESIS, a commercially available Pattern Recognition (PR) and Neural Networks (NN)
Software package. The classification scheme is not for distinguishing among a number of failure
mechanisms, but instead is used to separate data in different categories so as to review the behavior and
progress of each type of signals among different specimens and improve the understanding of the data
produced by each specimen. Some of these classes of signals may be related to a physical phenomenon
and a discussion is made on this with results supported by AE, AU and microscopy findings. In
addition general considerations regarding the behavior and aging of concrete are used in this respect.

Data from specimen A (2 days) were used for the initial clustering. The original data were normalized
using a non-linear space transformation based on logarithmic functions. to avoid biasing due to large
vector distances. In addition, a reduced set of six features (AMP, DUR, SIG. STRENGTH, CNTS,
RSTM, ABS ENER) was used for the unsupervised algorithm. The algorithm used was the Max-Min
Distance [6] algorithm as implemented in the Noesis software. The final classification is composed of 7
AE classes and the two AU classes. The results were then used to train a classifier so as to
automatically apply to other data sets. The training method used was the k Nearest Neighbor Classifier
(k-NNC)[6] using Octagonal distance type for optimized performance in the present type of data.
Typical clustering results are shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 presents the percentage of total hits per class for
all ages of specimens A.
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Fig. 4. Percent of total hits per class for all ages.
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Class 1 comprises signals, which appear in older specimens. It is apparent from Figures 3, 4 and 8 that
these are low energy signals, which appear throughout the compression test but mainly at fracture. The
behavior of other type of specimens is similar but reduced A/C ratio samples produce more AE in class
1. This, along with the fact that class 1 appears in older specimens, may suggest that class 1 is related
to mechanisms in the cement paste. These may also be related to air content as well as void size,
parameters, which are affected by age.

Class 2 is another important class with medium energy signals which diminishes as the specimens age.
This class of signals appears from low loads and demonstrates high activity at intermediate loads. The
decrease of the number of signals in this class and its behavior with the applied load is indicative. The

same reasoning holds for class 2, which appears at low loads and is more pronounced in new
specimens. Class 2 appears to be produced by mechanisms related with the aggregates as it diminishes
with age and with A/C ratio. The behavior of Class 3 is different and the phenomena, which cause it,
seem to become after 7 days. This class may be related to internal friction as it appears only very early
in the specimens’ lives. Figure 6 illustrates typical amplitude distributions and hit cumulative plots for
the three discussed classes. The above results will also be discussed in relation to the AU data, which
can provide an impression of permanent or recoverable changes in the microstructure of the material.

ACOUSTO-ULTRASONICS

The experiments conducted during the present work demonstrate clearly that AU signals can show
oncoming failure at early stages. It is obvious from all specimens that AU signals weaken significantly
after approximately 80% of maximum load. An important observation regarding AU measurements is
their sensitivity at lower loads.

Fig. 5. Class amplitude distribution (top) and cumulative hits (bottom) for all ages for specimen A (2, 7 and 28
days left to right)
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Throughout the loading procedure specimens produced AE depending mainly on their age and
composition and AU data exhibited a significant variation indicating changes in the specimens,
throughout each test. Transmitted AU energy increased as the load was applied, indicating that the
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Fig. 6. Signal Strength vs Time for specimen A 7 days.
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specimens became better wave-guides, which may
be an indication that they become denser. This
may be related to the elasticity of concrete and the
elastic or plastic collapse of voids. This was
observed for loads up-to about 50% of maximum
load. As specimens age, the initial behavior is of
variations in AU energy with a general trend for
decrease. The initial fluctuation and the general
decrease tendency may indicate some sort of
micro-structural damage.

Using ultrasonic velocity measurement [1], it can easily be observed that the velocity drops sharply at
about 80% max load. Velocity measurements are insensitive, though, to any changes the material
undergoes at relatively low loads and therefore the sensitivity of the technique in assessing minor
damage cannot be determined. Other AU characteristics vary significantly as the load is increased from
zero to some value whereas the velocity of the wave remains constant and can thus provide more
information about the material’s behavior.

DISCUSSION

As mentioned, the behavior of AU signals is unique in the sense that the specimens become better
wave guides as the load is applied. After a certain load some break-down appears to take place and the
signals’ energy decreases. Waveform analysis using Fast Fourrier Transforms (FFT) did not indicate
any significant change in the frequency spectrum. FFTs of AU signals throughout a number of tests
were studied but the only information related to the total energy transmitted through the material with
insignificant frequency changes or shifts.

The behavior of AU signals can in general be correlated to AE and microscopy results. It is interesting
to observe the behavior of AU signals with respect to class 6. The increase or variations in the AU
signals’ energy appears at the same time with class 6, especially in younger specimens (2 and 7 days)
(see Figure 9). Class 6 is composed of relatively high energy signals at small loads. The appearance of
a high energy class at small loads along with the change in AU characteristics may indicate a change in
the structure of the material, such as friction, void collapse etc. The energy contained in class 6 signals
remains constant for all specimen ages.

Fig. 9. Typical behavior of Class 6 (*) and Class 2
(.) with AU energy in normal and log scale.
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At early loads, when variations in AU characteristics occur, other classes of signals show variations in
the amount of AE produced, such as classes 3 and 2. These classes, as mentioned, may be correlated
with mechanisms in the material and can thus affect AU.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated in the present work that a combination of various techniques can provide
important information and better understanding of the results of each technique. In addition, application
of pattern recognition techniques has proven a powerful tool for signal discrimination as a means for
advanced data analysis in Acoustic Emission.

The results are indicative of AU sensitivity and ability to assess damage in mortar specimens. AU can
be related to physical changes in the specimens and can thus provide information regarding their
internal structure. This is crucial for the use of AU techniques utilizing signal characteristics as
opposed to ultrasonic velocity, in an attempt to assess early stages of damage in concrete. Although
concrete is somewhat different in its behavior than mortar, initial work has shown similar behavior and
research is being focused in that direction.
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